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TIDAL STRIPPING OF GLOBULAR CLUSTERS
V. Coenda,1 H. Muriel,1 and C. Donzelli1
RESUMEN
Hemos analizado 9 galaxias seleccionadas del ACS Virgo Cluster Survey con el n de estudiar efectos de marea
en c umulos globulares en galaxias tempranas. Hemos determinado la frecuencia espec ca SN como funci on
de la distancia al centro de Virgo. Nuestros resultados indican que SN tiende a incrementarse a medida que
la distancia al centro del c umulo crece. Sin embargo, cuando analizamos la poblaci on de c umulos globulares
azules y rojos, este efecto se observa solamente en la poblaci on azul, la cual es t picamente m as extendida y
por lo tanto, m as afectada por interacciones de marea. Estos resultados son interpretados como evidencia de
efectos de marea sobre la poblaci on de c umulos globulares debida al potencial del c umulo y a interacciones
entre galaxias.
ABSTRACT
We have analyzed 9 galaxies taken from the ACS Virgo Cluster Survey to study the tidal stripping of globular
clusters in early type galaxies. We estimate the specic frequency (SN) of globular clusters in the cluster
galaxies, our results indicate that the mean SN increases with the galactocentric distance. However, if the blue
and red globular clusters populations are analyzed separately, this eect is only present for the blue population,
which is typically the most extended and therefore most aected by tidal eects. The aforementioned results
are interpreted as evidence of tidal stripping of globular clusters due to both the cluster potential well and
galaxy-galaxy interactions.
Key Words: galaxies: clusters: general | galaxies: elliptical and lenticular, cD
1. INTRODUCTION
It has been demonstrated that tidal interaction
can strongly aect the evolution of galaxies in clus-
ters. Rapid gravitational encounters (galaxy harass-
ment) as well as the global gravitational eld of the
cluster itself can dramatically change galaxy prop-
erties. Some of the properties that can be aected
by tidal forces are those related to the population
of globular clusters (GC). Since tidal encounters as
well as the global eect of the cluster potential in-
crease towards the inner region of the cluster itself, a
positive correlation between the slope of the GC pop-
ulation and the clustocentric distance of the galax-
ies should be observed. Forbes et al. (1997) nd a
possible evidence of tidal striping in Fornax. These
authors analyze the specic frequency of GC in four
galaxies located in the central region of the cluster,
and they nd a marginal dependence of SN with the
clustocentric distance of the galaxies.
In this work we study the GC population of a
sample of 9 member galaxies of the the Virgo Clus-
ter. Data are taken form the ACS Virgo Cluster
1Instituto de Investigaciones en Astronom a Te orica y
Experimental, CONICET-UNC, Observatorio Astron omico
OAC, Laprida 854, X5000BGR, C ordoba, Argentina (her-
nan@oac.uncor.edu).
Survey (C^ ot e et al. 2004). The aim of this work
is to detect whether or not there is evidence of the
tidal stripping eect on the GC population due to
galaxy-galaxy interaction and the potential well of
the cluster.
2. SAMPLE OF GALAXIES
The Virgo Cluster (hereafter VC) is a well stud-
ied cluster at a distance of 16.5 Mpc, with a velocity
dispersion of 776  21 kms, and a intra-cluster gas
temperature of 2.4 keV. C^ ot e et al. (2004) observed
100 early-type galaxies in the VC survey using the
Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) on-borad the
Hubble Space Telescope (HST). These observations
not only provide a unique opportunity to study the
GC population in the cluster galaxies, but also to
study the GC population in the intracluster medium
(ICM). However, since the ACS detector has a lim-
ited angular size, we have to carefully choose the
target galaxies in order to include the whole object
and a suitable fraction of the background. Our anal-
ysis lead to the conclusion that those galaxies of
the Virgo Cluster with a total integrated luminos-
ity fainter than BT  12:15 have apparent diam-
eters signicantly smaller than the eld of view of
the ACS and therefore they are suitable for our pur-
poses. On the other hand, since the GC population
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96 COENDA, MURIEL, & DONZELLI
depends on the host galaxy luminosity and morphol-
ogy, we have selected an homogeneous set of galaxies.
Particularly, we have only chosen elliptical galaxies
within the narrowest possible range of total luminos-
ity. Our nal sample consists in 9 elliptical galax-
ies with total luminosities 12:15 < BT < 14:3, and
clustocentric distances 0:02 Mpc < rc < 1:50 Mpc.
Data reduction follow the same procedure used by
Jord an et al. 2004. We use colors in order to di-
vide our sample according to the metalicity: objects
with g475   z850 > 1:15 were considered metal rich
(red GC), while GC with g475   z850 < 1:15 were
considered metal poor (blue GC).
3. BACKGROUND DETERMINATION
The observed population of GC is superposed to
a background noise that exponentially grows with
the apparent magnitude. This background is basi-
cally made of background galaxies, foreground stars
and a projected intra-cluster globular cluster popula-
tion. If the tidal striping of GC is an ecient mech-
anism in clusters of galaxies, a fraction of the ICGCs
background can be caused by this eect. Moreover,
this background should present a gradient, being
higher as the projected distance to the cluster center
is smaller.
The bright threshold of our sub-sample of galax-
ies has been selected in order to assure that the
GCs population that is gravitationally bound to each
galaxy ends at 1:30 (or 6.2 kpc) For all the galaxies
in our sample we found that beyond this limit, the
density prole of GC is at. GCs at larger distances
are used to estimate the mean local backgrounds
around the parent galaxy. We have also estimated
a mean background at dierent projected distances
of the Virgo center averaging the local background
around galaxies in bins of clustercentric distances.
VCC1279 and VCC1297 are in projection close to
M87 and therefore their local background can be con-
taminated by the CG population of the cD galaxy.
Therefore, for the central region of the VC we only
estimate the local background around the two men-
tioned galaxies. Besides the two galaxies close to
M87, no clear dependence of the mean background
with the clutercentric distance is present.
4. RADIAL DEPENDENCE OF THE SPECIFIC
FREQUENCY
We compute the specic frequency
SN = NGC100:4(MV +15)
(Harris & van den Bergh 1981) for the total, red and
blue populations of GC for each galaxy in our sam-
Fig. 1. SN of each galaxy as a function of the distance
to the center of the Virgo Cluster.
ple. The number of globular clusters were corrected
by background contamination according to x 3.
The SNs can be used to evaluate the possible
presence of tidal eects in the globular cluster pop-
ulation. We nd a correlation between SN and the
distance of the host galaxy to the center of the Virgo
Cluster (r), in the sense that larger values of SN cor-
respond to larger clustercentric distances (see Fig-
ure 1). This result is consistent with a decrease of
the number of GC in the outskirts of the galaxies as a
function of the clustercentric distance, and it is also
consistent with the idea that tidal stripping more
aects the GC population of those galaxies located
in the core of the Virgo cluster. The correlation is
only present for the blue population. This eect can
be explained by the fact that red GC are more con-
centrated and therefore less aected by tidal eects.
It should be noted that the clustercentric distances
considered in this work are a projection of true 3-D
distance to the Virgo cluster center. Therefore, this
projection is responsible of a fraction of the scatter
found in the correlations presented in this work.
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